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On transport properties of Weyl semimetals
1. In a Weyl semimetal the 1/3 universality of the Fano factor is
unexpectedly broken.
Chapter 2
2. Surprisingly, the current induced in a Weyl semimetal by an oscil-
lating magnetic field increases with increasing disorder.
Chapter 3
3. The surface states of a Weyl semimetal wire realize an electromagnet
on the nanometer scale.
Chapter 4
4. A Y-junction between two normal metals and an Amperian super-
conductor has a negative cross-conductance.
Chapter 5
5. The minimum-weight perfect matching decoder, using the “blossom”
algorithm, is one of the most efficient decoders of the quantum
computer surface code. However, neural networks can do better.
6. Machine learning can provide a decoder for the so-called color code
for quantum error correction, which currently has no known efficient
decoder.
7. It has been shown that a neural network can distinguish phases of
disordered matter by looking at the modulus squared of eigenfunc-
tions [J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 85, 123706 (2016)]. By using reflection
coefficients instead of the modulus squared of eigenfunctions, this
technique could become useful for transport experiments.
8. The Josephson current reported in [Phys. Rev. B 93, 121409 (2016)]
cannot be realized with conventional superconductors.
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